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Chapter 191: Qiao Yu Has Arrived 

When Su Xue heard Qiao Nian’s words, she grew more and more anxious. In a panic, 
she roared, “How can you say that? That’s not what you said just now!” 

Qiao Nian looked at Su Xue coldly. “I made myself very clear just now. If you had told 
me who my biological parents were, I wouldn’t have called the police, but did you? No! 
Instead, you spouted a pile of useless nonsense!” 

With that, Qiao Nian picked up the call and placed the phone to her ear. She said 
politely, “Hello, Officer. Yes, they’re all here. Room 2009!” 

With that, Qiao Nian hung up calmly. 

All the strength in Su Xue’s body seemed to have been drained. She collapsed onto the 
bed, her face ashen. 

At this moment, the door was pushed open from the outside. 

When they heard the door open, everyone thought that the police had arrived. 

Su Xue shivered in fear, burrowing under the blanket. 

“Dad.” 

A cold voice rang from the door. 

Everyone turned to look. 
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It was Qiao Yu! 

Qiao Yu was wearing a black suit and a turquoise tie, making him look a little younger 
than usual. He strode in, exuding a cold aura. 

Qiao Nian’s expression didn’t change, but she had a bad feeling about this. 
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Gu Zhou looked at Qiao Yu expressionlessly, his thin lips pursed into a pale line. 
Previously, during the speech, Qiao Nian had looked at Qiao Yu with the same 
expression. 

In a flash, Gu Zhou suddenly grasped the key point. 

Did Qiao Yu already know that he wasn’t related to Qiao Nian by blood? 

Su Xue poked her head out of the blanket. Her tears began to fall uncontrollably. She 
had never expected her son to arrive as well, and her sense of humiliation only 
intensified. She spoke shakily, “Qiao…” 

Before Su Xue could finish her sentence, she met Qiao Yu’s cold and furious gaze. In 
an instant, she was so terrified that she no longer dared to speak. 

Su Xue lowered her gaze, her tears falling silently. 

When Qiao Xin saw that Qiao Yu had arrived, she seemed to have found her pillar of 
support. She ran over, sobbing pitifully. Her voice was choked as she spoke. 
“Brother…” 

When Qiao Yu saw Qiao Xin, his gaze softened. He gently patted Qiao Xin’s head, 
comforting her. “Xin Xin, don’t cry. Be good. Don’t worry, I can handle this.” 

When Qiao Xin heard Qiao Yu’s words, her uneasy heart finally calmed down. She 
stood obediently next to Qiao Yu. 

Qiao Yu took a good look at Qiao Nian, sizing her up with a brazen gaze. His voice was 
low and hoarse, tinged with anger. “Looks like you’ve really grown up. You’re capable 
now.” 

Qiao Nian met Qiao Yu’s gaze fearlessly, her expression calm. “The police will be here 
in a few minutes. How are you planning to save her?” 

“Why should I save her?” Qiao Yu looked down condescendingly at Qiao Nian, his voice 
as cold as ice. 

When Qiao Nian heard Qiao Yu’s words, she was slightly stunned. She had thought that 
Qiao Yu had rushed over anxiously to save Su Xue. 

However, she had guessed wrong. 

Then why had Qiao Yu come? 

When Su Xue heard Qiao Yu’s words, she had a bad feeling. She said blankly, “Qiao 
Yu, you…” 



Qiao Yu didn’t even bother granting Su Xue a glance. His voice was tinged with 
impatience. “Shut up!” 

Su Xue’s thin body trembled slightly. She looked at Qiao Yu in despair. 

That made sense. She had brought shame and dishonor to the family. Her son was 
right to blame her. 

Qiao Xin looked at Qiao Yu uneasily. The police were about to arrive. 

Did her brother really want her mother to go to jail? 

Qiao Shan, who was standing at the side, looked at Qiao Yu with satisfaction. Qiao Yu 
had been working in the outside world for a long time, and had become much more 
mature. With Qiao Yu as the head of the Qiao family in the future, Qiao Shan would no 
longer have to worry. 

Moreover, Qiao Shan had a feeling that if Qiao Yu were to interfere in this matter, there 
would definitely be room for negotiation. 

Qiao Yu stared unblinkingly at Qiao Nian. His tone was much calmer than before as he 
asked, “Do you know why I didn’t attend this family meeting?” 

Qiao Nian looked at Qiao Yu calmly, waiting for him to continue. 

Chapter 192: Divorce Certificate 

Qiao Yu’s gaze fell on Qiu Nan, who was curled up in a corner. A trace of coldness 
flashed in his eyes. He turned back to look at Qiao Nian and said, “If you could find out 
what Mom did, do you think I didn’t?” 

“So?” Qiao Nian said, her voice nonchalant. 

In Qiao Nian’s opinion, it was only natural that Qiao Yu knew about this. After all, Qiao 
Yu was a ruthless and scheming person! 

Qiao Yu took out a folder from his bag and handed it to Qiao Nian. He said coldly, “Take 
a look for yourself.” 

Qiao Shan and Qiao Xin walked over curiously. 

Qiao Nian opened it. Much to her disbelief, she saw two divorce certificates. She had 
never expected Qiao Shan and Su Xue to have already gotten a divorce. 

“They’re divorced?” Qiao Nian frowned a little. 



As for Qiao Shan himself, he was also stunned. He didn’t even know when he had 
gotten a divorce with Su Xue. 
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Qiao Xin’s eyes instantly turned red. She looked at Qiao Yu in confusion and asked 
curiously, “Brother, what exactly is going on? When did Mom and Dad get divorced?” 

Su Xue, who was hiding under the blanket, was trembling. Seeing everyone’s surprised 
gazes, she finally tugged a bathrobe over and put it on. Standing up, she walked over 
shakily and glanced at the documents, her gaze humbled. 

With just one glance, Su Xue froze. 

Divorce certificates? 

How could this be? 

Why didn’t she herself know that she had divorced Qiao Shan? 
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As if she were a lunatic, Su Xue snatched the folder away and flipped it open. She 
looked at the photographs attached, then glanced at the stamp of the Civil Affairs 
Bureau. Her mind was in a mess. 

After a long while, Su Xue finally recovered. A despairing smile appeared on her face as 
she murmured, “Qiao Yu, I didn’t get a divorce with your father. Did you get the police to 
make a fake certificate?” 

Qiao Yu frowned impatiently. His tone was cold as he said disdainfully, “Mom, don’t you 
know the law? If you fake a certificate, you’ll go to jail.”Search newn0vel.0rg on google” 
How could I make such a mistake?” 

Su Xue felt as if she had been struck by lightning. The divorce certificate fell to the 
ground just like that. She collapsed to the ground, her tears falling uncontrollably. 

Qiao Shan was still in a daze. His emotions were in a mess. 

“I found out about you and Qiu Nan half a year ago, but for the sake of your reputation, I 
didn’t say anything. After that, I got someone to investigate and confirmed that you and 
Qiu Nan were together. I’ve always been worried that this matter, once discovered, 
would be used against you. The consequences would be unimaginable, so I helped you 
get a divorce in advance,” Qiao Yu said calmly, his manner as casual as though he was 
commenting on the weather. 



When Su Xue heard Qiao Yu’s words, she suddenly recalled something. Half a year 
ago, Qiao Yu had indeed asked his secretary to send over a document for her and Qiao 
Shan to sign. He had told them that it had to do with the company and had asked them 
to prepare an identification photo each. 

At that time, she hadn’t even looked at it before signing it. 

Su Xue looked at Qiao Yu with tears streaming down her face. She had never expected 
her son, the child she doted on the most, and the child whom she was the proudest of, 
to set her up. 

She was his biological mother! 

How could he scheme against her? 

Su Xue looked at Qiao Yu with an aggrieved expression. “How could you? How could 
you secretly get us divorced?” 

“If I hadn’t done that, Qiao Nian would be able to send you to prison right now,” Qiao Yu 
said expressionlessly. 

Su Xue was rendered speechless. 

Qiao Yu looked at Qiao Shan and said in a much gentler tone, “Dad, I know you like to 
avoid conflict. You never make a fuss about anything with Mom. But this matter is too 
big. If we didn’t make a decision, our entire family would be implicated, so I could only 
secretly make the decision for you. A divorce is the best solution for both of you.” 

Chapter 193: The Police Have Arrived 

Qiao Nian looked at Qiao Yu, who was standing in front of her, and narrowed her eyes. 
She had underestimated Qiao Yu. 

Qiao Yu was a cold and heartless person. No matter what happened, he would always 
prioritize his own interests. However, she did not expect Qiao Yu to be just as cold and 
heartless towards his own biological mother, Su Xue. 

Su Xue looked up at Qiao Yu, tears streaming down her face. She had raised her son 
painstakingly. He was her pride and joy, her ray of hope. 

She didn’t know if she should say that Qiao Yu had become smarter and saved the 
Qiao family’s reputation, or that he had treated her ruthlessly, uncaring for his own 
mother. 

Su Xue looked at Qiao Shan with indignation. With tears streaming down her face, she 
questioned, “Qiao Shan, we’ve been married for more than thirty years. Is this 



relationship really broken just like that? Are you really going to be so heartless as to 
divorce me?” 

Qiao Shan couldn’t look at Su Xue. 

Qiao Xin sniffled. Even after all of it, she couldn’t bear to part with Su Xue. After all, she 
had been raised by Su Xue since she was young. She looked at Qiao Shan in tears and 
begged, “Dad, there must be another way. I’m begging you not to divorce Mom. 
Please?” 

When Qiao Yu heard Qiao Xin’s words, his expression darkened. He shouted sternly, 
“Stop talking!” 

Qiao Xin trembled. She looked pathetically at Qiao Yu. 
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Looking at Qiao Xin’s tear-stained face, Qiao Yu’s heart couldn’t help but soften. He 
said softly, “If Mom and Dad don’t get a divorce now, then Mom will go to prison. Do you 
want Mom to stay in prison for three years?” 

Qiao Xin looked at Qiao Yu with red-rimmed eyes. Of course she didn’t want her mother 
to go to prison. She didn’t want her father and mother to get a divorce either. 

Her brother was right. If these divorce certificates didn’t exist, her mother would go to 
jail. 

Qiao Yu had always doted on Qiao Xin. He said, “Alright, stop crying. If Mom really 
knows that she’s in the wrong and Dad can forgive and accept her, then Mom and Dad 
can remarry. However, the two of them can’t remarry now. Do you understand what I 
mean?” 

Qiao Xin was no fool. She naturally understood what her brother meant. Now that things 
had come to this point, she couldn’t say anything else. She could only walk over to Su 
Xue and comfort her softly. “Mom, you have to work hard to gain Dad’s forgiveness. 
That way, our family can still be together!” 
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When Su Xue heard Qiao Xin’s words, she nodded tearfully. She felt a trace of comfort. 
At least her daughter was on her side. 

Qiao Shan didn’t even want to look at Su Xue. He turned his head to the side. 

At this moment, the police had arrived. 



“May I know if Miss Qiao was the one who reported the incident? She said that 
someone had an affair and was committing marital infidelity?” 

When Qiao Xin heard the police officer’s question and thought of the two divorce 
certificates, she instantly felt more confident. She glared at Qiao Nian angrily. Without 
waiting for Qiao Nian to speak, she raised a finger and pointed at Qiao Nian. “Sir, that’s 
her. She didn’t know the whole story, so she called the police without thinking. She’s 
made a false report!” 

The police officers looked confused. 

They took a look at the situation in the room. They all could tell that someone had been 
having sex in that bed. 

The Qiao family was considered quite well-known in An City. Naturally, the police also 
had a certain understanding of the Qiao family. 

From the looks of it, Su Xue had indeed betrayed Qiao Shan. But what did Qiao Xin 
mean by that? 

“What exactly is going on? Who called the police?” The police officer said, frowning. 

Qiao Xin stood up and pointed at Qiao Nian. “It was her. It was her. She falsely accused 
my mother of cheating! My mother is innocent!” 

Qiao Nian looked at Qiao Xin, speechless. Qiao Xin still had the cheek to say that Su 
Xue was innocent. This was simply a huge joke. 

Could a mere divorce certificate mean that Su Xue hadn’t cheated on Qiao Shan? 

Ridiculous. 

Would Qiao Shan forgive Su Xue now? 

He wouldn’t. 

Qiao Shan yearned for Su Xue to be punished. 

Qiao Nian saw Qiao Shan walking out of the room, his face blank. 

Chapter 194: I Want to Make a Report! 

Qiao Yu calmly walked up to the police officer. With a gentlemanly smile on his face, he 
said, “Officer, I’m Qiao Yu, Qiao Shan’s eldest son. If you have any questions, you can 
ask me.” 



The police knew the Qiao family well, given that they were a well-known family in An 
City. Hence, the officer asked, “What exactly happened?” 

The smile on Qiao Yu’s face didn’t change. He continued, “Actually, this was all a 
misunderstanding. My younger sister didn’t know that my parents had already gotten a 
divorce. When she saw my mother and her boyfriend coming here, she thought that my 
mother had cheated on her husband. In a fit of anger, she called the police. I’m very 
sorry for making you officers come here for nothing. This is our fault!” 

When the police officer heard Qiao Yu’s words, he was slightly stunned. He frowned. 
“They’re divorced?” 

Qiao Yu smiled and nodded, handing the divorce certificates to the police. 

The police officer glanced at Qiao Yu in confusion, then at Su Xue and Qiu Nan before 
opening the folder. 

So Qiao Shan and Su Xue had already divorced a long time ago. The officer knew very 
well that in order not to cause their children worry, many parents still lived together even 
after getting a divorce. They would pretend that they were still together. 

The police officer closed the folder and handed the divorce certificates to Qiao Yu. With 
a serious expression, he reprimanded, “So that’s how it is. If the parents have already 
divorced, the children should be told, especially since they’re no longer young. If not, 
there might be misunderstandings in the future!” 
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Qiao Yu said humbly, “I’m sorry, Officer. We were in the wrong. I’ll get my assistant to 
follow you to the police station to make a statement. We’ll definitely cooperate with you.” 

Qiao Yu’s attitude was commendable. He admitted their mistake without hesitation. His 
actions were straightforward, and the officer couldn’t find any fault with him. 

“Wait a minute.” 

Gu Zhou, who had been standing silently in the corner, stood up straight. He took a step 
forward, exuding a cold aura that made one shiver. 

The police officer looked over. When he saw Gu Zhou, he was stunned. He had not 
expected such an otherworldly man to ever exist in real life. He looked like a god from 
heaven. 

Even him, a straight man, felt that Gu Zhou was handsome. 



The officer had seen photos of Gu Zhou before, but he felt that the photos did not 
capture a fraction of Gu Zhou’s elegance and aura. 

“Mr. Gu, is there anything else?” The police officer asked politely. 

“I want to make a police report!” 

Gu Zhou’s voice was not loud, but it frightened everyone present. Everyone in the Qiao 
family felt their hearts jump to their throats. 

Qiao Xin’s expression changed. She looked at Gu Zhou worriedly. 

Qiao Yu’s brow furrowed imperceptibly, but he quickly regained his composure. 

Gu Zhou’s cold eyes swept indifferently across Su Xue, who was standing at the side. 
Finally, his gaze fell on Qiu Nan, who was still curled up in the corner. 

The police officer looked at Gu Zhou in confusion. 

Gu Zhou stood there, sunlight casting him in a warm glow. He seemed to sparkle in the 
sunlight. 

Gu Zhou walked towards the police officer step by step, his voice low and hoarse. 
“Since Qiao Shan and Su Xue have already divorced, Qiao Shan has nothing to do with 
Su Xue. I just saw Qiao Shan beat up Su Xue and her boyfriend, Qiu Nan, with my own 
eyes. This is a crime of intentional injury!” 

Qiao Shan, who had walked to the door of the room, was stunned. He stopped in his 
tracks and turned to look at Gu Zhou in disbelief. 

Was Gu Zhou mad? He was clearly the victim, but Gu Zhou was actually making a 
police report in favor of Su Xue! 

Qiao Shan clenched his fists tightly. If looks could kill, Gu Zhou would have died long 
ago. 

As for Su Xue, she was stunned. She looked at Gu Zhou in confusion. 

When the officer heard Gu Zhou’s words, he turned to look at Su Xue. His gaze lingered 
on her face. 

Su Xue’s hair was in a mess, and her face was already swollen. Her nose was still 
bleeding. 

The police officer’s gaze fell on Qiu Nan again. Qiu Nan was no better off than Su Xue. 
One of his eyes was swollen so badly that he couldn’t open it. 



Chapter 195: Fetish 

The officers had first arrived at the scene because someone had reported that someone 
had committed the crime of adultery. Hence, they didn’t pay too much attention to Su 
Xue and Qiu Nan’s injuries, and neglected to realize that a violent altercation must have 
taken place. 

Qiao Nian looked at Gu Zhou with a strange light in her eyes, but that light quickly 
disappeared. She stood calmly at the side. She wanted to see how Qiao Yu would 
protect Qiao Shan. 

A police officer walked up to Qiao Shan and said coldly, “Mr. Qiao, since you’ve already 
divorced Madam Su, then Madam Su has not committed the crime of adultery. 
However, it is against the law for you to hit Madam Su and her boyfriend. Please come 
with us.” 

Qiao Shan gritted his teeth and glared at Su Xue. His gaze finally landed on the police 
officer’s face. He opened his mouth slightly, but he didn’t know how to explain himself. 
He was furious. 

He was clearly the victim. He had been cheated on; it was him who should be pitied. It 
was only right for him to hit Su Xue and Qiu Nan. Why was he in the wrong now? 

Su Xue, who was standing beside Qiao Xin, swayed on the spot, her heart in her throat. 
In that instant, she suddenly understood what Gu Zhou meant to do. 

Gu Zhou was going to draw the line between her and Qiao Shan forever. 
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Qiao Shan was someone who cared about his reputation. How could he tolerate his wife 
having an affair? Beyond that, he still had to wear the label of a criminal who had 
committed intentional injury. 

Gu Zhou’s casual words cut straight to the heart. 

Qiao Yu stood there, pretending to be calm, but his mind was already in a mess. He 
narrowed his eyes and looked at Gu Zhou. He had never expected Gu Zhou to have 
considered every aspect of the matter. 

Gu Zhou wanted his father and mother to never be together again! 

Did Gu Zhou like Qiao Nian that much? Was he willing to help Qiao Nian take revenge 
on the Qiao family? 



Qiao Nian stood at the side. Looking at Qiao Shan and Su Xue’s expressions, “Read 
more on newn0vel. org”her lips curved up involuntarily. 

It seemed that the show had just begun. 
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“No, this isn’t my fault.” Suppressing his anger, Qiao Shan enunciated each word 
clearly. 

The other police officer took several photographs of the wounds on Qiu Nan and Su 
Xue’s faces before walking over to Qiao Shan. He said to the police officer next to Qiao 
Shan, “The evidence has been taken. After the doctor has examined their injuries, we 
can interrogate them.” 

Su Xue’s heart was about to jump out of her throat. Her mind was racing. At this 
moment, her thoughts were crystal clear. 

“Officer, that’s not what happened. The injuries on our faces were inflicted by ourselves. 
They have nothing to do with Qiao Shan. He didn’t hit anyone.” Running over to the 
police officer, Su Xue spoke impatiently. 

When the police heard Su Xue’s words, they frowned. “Is that so? Did you make 
yourself look like this?” 

Su Xue was slightly stunned. She quickly nodded and said, “Yes, I did it myself.” 

The officer felt that Su Xue was insulting his intelligence. Su Xue’s injuries were very 
serious. How could she have made herself look like this? 

The police officer narrowed his eyes and stared at Su Xue’s face, scrutinizing her. He 
asked, “Alright, since you’ve said so, why don’t you tell me how the two of you got 
yourselves so badly injured?” 

Su Xue was slightly stunned. She looked at Qiao Shan and saw him glaring at her 
angrily. 

Su Xue knew very well that if she failed to protect Qiao Shan this time, the chances of 
her reconciling with him would be zero. 

“I… I…” Su Xue’s mind was in a mess. Her gaze fell on Qiu Nan’s face, and her eyes 
flashed. She continued, “It’s Qiu Nan. It’s Qiu Nan. He has some odd fetishes. He’s into 
sadomasochism!” 



When the policeman heard Su Xue’s words, a trace of surprise flashed in his eyes. In 
the end, he looked at Qiu Nan with disdain and asked sternly, “You must be Qiu Nan. 
Tell me, did you injure yourself? Do you have that kind of fetish?” 

Chapter 196: Betrayal 

Qiu Nan had never expected to be labeled as someone with a fetish. He pursed his lips 
slightly. If word got out that he was into sadomasochism, his friends would all see him 
through a different lens. His career as a fitness instructor would be ruined! 

When Qiu Nan thought of how Su Xue had just pushed him out to take the blame, his 
expression darkened. He had to make Su Xue pay with her life! 

With this thought in mind, Qiu Nan was about to speak when he suddenly sensed Qiao 
Yu’s cold gaze on him. His gaze faltered. It was as though if he denied the allegations 
against him, he would never have a good life again. 

At this moment, Qiu Nan’s mind was racing. The Qiao family was a big family. If Qiao 
Shan really went to prison because of him, the Qiao family would definitely not let him 
off. 

In comparison to being laughed at by his friends, he was more afraid that the Qiao 
family would take revenge on him. At the thought of this, Qiao Shan could only sigh and 
prepare to agree. 

“Mr. Qiu,” Gu Zhou spoke languidly, “your testimony is very important. If you lie, then 
you’ll be committing the crime of withholding evidence and shielding a criminal. You 
have to think this through carefully. Would I make a report without evidence?” 

Qiu Nan’s mind went blank. 
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Gu Zhou had actually recorded everything. Qiu Nan couldn’t believe it. 

Even if he stood on Su Xue’s side now, he would be in even greater trouble once Gu 
Zhou produced the evidence. 

What should he do now? 

He could not afford to offend the Qiao family, but he could not afford to offend Gu Zhou 
either. 

Qiao Yu looked at Gu Zhou with a complicated expression. 



Qiao Nian seemed to be displeased that Qiu Nan was refusing to respond. It was as 
though he was pretending to be deaf and mute. Smiling, she reminded him, “You’d 
better think carefully about some things. To be honest, you’re just a victim. If you don’t 
tell the truth, you and Qiao Shan will both go to jail. With you by his side, I’m sure Mr. 
Qiao won’t be lonely anymore.” 

When Qiu Nan heard Qiao Nian’s words, he could see himself being beaten up by Qiao 
Shan in prison. He couldn’t help but shiver. 
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In fact, he didn’t want to be labeled as a sadomasochist either, so he chose to tell the 
truth. “Officer, Qiao Shan was the one who beat me up! The moment Qiao Shan 
entered, he gave Su Xue and me a beating. At that time, I thought that Su Xue and he 
hadn’t gotten a divorce, so I didn’t dare to resist. However, now that I know that Qiao 
Shan and Su Xue have already gotten a divorce, I’m puzzled. Since they’re divorced, 
why should Qiao Shan care if his ex-wife is in a relationship? Oh dear, it hurts so much. 
I have to go to the hospital to get my injuries examined. Please call the ambulance. I 
can no longer move!” 

Qiu Nan was well-deserving of his fitness instructor title. He had always relied on his 
glib tongue to attract customers to purchase memberships, so at this moment, he was 
fully utilizing his strengths. 

When Qiao Shan heard Qiu Nan’s words, he stepped back into the room in a rage. He 
wanted to attack Qiu Nan, but was stopped by the police. 

Qiao Shan gritted his teeth in anger. He glared fiercely at Su Xue and cursed, “Look at 
you. What kind of lover have you found? Who does he think he is?!” 

What made Qiao Shan the angriest was that he was clearly the victim, yet he had to 
bear the blame. He had to be taken to the police station for assault! 

Qiao Shan felt that even eating shit wasn’t as disgusting as this. 

In a rage, Qiao Shan began to cough violently! 

Su Xue looked at Qiu Nan with resentment written all over her face. She had never 
expected this obedient little puppy, who usually obeyed her every command, to be so 
shameless. 

Qiao Yu narrowed his eyes and looked at Qiu Nan dangerously, remaining silent. 

Qiao Nian, who was standing at the side, pursed her lips. The smile in her eyes grew 
brighter and brighter. She said in a considerate manner, “Dad, Mom has already 
divorced you. No matter what kind of person her boyfriend is, you shouldn’t have 



stepped in. Although you won the physical fight, you’ll be sent to prison. It’s really not 
worth it.” 

The police officer standing at the side nodded in agreement and said, “Mr. Qiao, this 
young lady is right. Since you’re already divorced, don’t bother yourself with other 
people’s affairs. Let’s go. Come to the police station with us now.” 

Qiao Shan felt dizzy. 

Chapter 197: You Can Get a Divorce! 

Qiao Xin panicked. She wanted to speak up for Qiao Shan, but the evidence was right 
there. She had no idea what to do to help Qiao Shan get out of this crisis. 

Gu Zhou turned to look at Su Xue and Qiu Nan and asked calmly, “Shall I call an 
ambulance for you now?” 

Su Xue’s face turned pale. She clenched her fists tightly, so angry that she could not 
speak. 

Qiao Shan looked at Qiao Nian and Gu Zhou with hatred written all over his face. Anger 
and disappointment surged in his heart, and he began coughing so hard that his face 
turned bright red. After a bout of coughing, he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“Dad!” Qiao Xin cried out in alarm. 

Qiao Xin ran over to support Qiao Shan, gently patting his back. Tears welled up in her 
eyes. “Dad, are you feeling unwell? Why don’t we send you to the hospital now?” 

Qiao Shan’s face was flushed red from coughing. He felt so uncomfortable that he 
couldn’t even speak. 
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Qiao Xin’s tears began to fall. She glared at Qiao Nian angrily and questioned, “Qiao 
Nian, did you try to anger Dad on purpose? How can you go so far?!” 

When Qiao Nian heard Qiao Xin’s words, she cut her off innocently. “I didn’t do 
anything.” 

“It’s clearly you who’s in the wrong. You deliberately angered Dad. You knew everything 
from the start…” Qiao Xin said accusingly, looking extremely unhappy with Qiao Nian. 

“What do you mean by that? Why don’t I understand? What do I know?” Qiao Nian 
looked at Qiao Xin innocently. 



Qiao Xin’s face turned red with anger. Qiao Nian clearly knew that her mother was 
having an affair, but she still invited her father over on purpose. If Dad hadn’t caught 
Mom having an affair, why would he have hit her? 

However, Qiao Xin couldn’t say any of this out loud. She fumed in silence, her tears 
falling one by one. 

Qiao Nian looked even more innocent. Her gaze fell on Qiu Nan, who was not far away, 
and she said meaningfully, “Gu Zhou has simply made a report in your stead. You’ll 
have to explain the details to the police yourself. The Qiao family will definitely 
compensate you for your losses!” 

A trace of surprise flashed in Qiu Nan’s eyes, and his lips immediately curved up. He 
was so happy that he no longer felt any pain. He hurriedly nodded and said, “Okay, 
okay. I’ll definitely tell the police everything about Qiao Shan’s violence against me. I 
won’t miss a single detail.” 

Su Xue was so anxious that tears began to stream down her face. She had never 
expected that the person she had been having an affair with was a bastard. 

Su Xue glared daggers at Qiu Nan. 

Meeting Su Xue’s resentful gaze, Qiu Nan rolled his eyes. He said shamelessly, “I don’t 
have any sadomasochist fetishes. Just because he’s wealthy and powerful, Qiao Shan 
thinks he has the right to beat me up. Although I’m just an ordinary citizen, no man is 
above the law. Since he assaulted me, he should go to jail! Oh dear, my wrist really 
hurts. Officer, sir, can you send me to the hospital now? I can’t take the pain anymore!” 

Looking at Qiu Nan’s helpless expression, Su Xue felt a wave of disgust so strong that 
she wanted to throw up. 

Qiao Nian was very satisfied with Qiu Nan’s performance. Her red lips curved up 
slightly. 

Indeed, the wicked would be punished by their own ilk. 

This was simply too exciting. 

Qiao Shan and Su Xue would soon experience the same suffering she had gone 
through back then. They would know from experience how she had felt. 

Although the events that had unfolded were a little different from what she had 
expected, Qiao Shan and Su Xue’s relationship had been completely ruined. Her goal 
had been achieved. The rest was up to them to fight among themselves! 

With this thought in mind, Qiao Nian walked out of the room. 



Gu Zhou walked out as well. When he passed by Qiao Yu, he paused for a moment and 
looked at him coldly. His voice was low and hoarse, with a hint of ice. “When you look at 
my wife, control your gaze!” 

Qiao Yu clenched his fists involuntarily, but his expression remained impassive. He 
turned to look at Gu Zhou and asked calmly, “Even if you’re married, you can still get a 
divorce, right?” 

Gu Zhou looked meaningfully at Qiao Yu and walked out with an indifferent expression. 

Qiao Xin didn’t know what Qiao Yu had said to Gu Zhou. She stepped over to Qiao Yu 
and asked anxiously, “What should we do now? Dad’s going to jail!” 

Chapter 198: Victory 

When Qiao Yu heard Qiao Xin’s voice, he frowned slightly, his eyes filled with 
annoyance and helplessness. “This outcome is better than Mom going to prison for 
adultery.” 

Qiao Xin clenched her fists involuntarily, her nails digging into her palms as she bit her 
lip. She understood what Qiao Yu meant. 

It was all Qiao Nian’s fault! The wretch! 

If it weren’t for Qiao Nian, her parents wouldn’t have gotten a divorce. Her perfect family 
wouldn’t have been torn apart, and her father wouldn’t have been sent to prison for 
assault! 

This was maddening! 

… 

After Qiao Nian got into the car, she immediately rolled down the window. Only after she 
saw with her own eyes that Qiao Shan and Su Xue had gotten into the police car under 
the officer’s instructions, did she relax and roll up the window. 

Qiao Nian couldn’t help but smile. 
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Gu Zhou glanced at Qiao Nian. Then, he said to Chen Qing, who was sitting in the 
driver’s seat, “Let’s go home!” 

“Yes, sir.” 



The car started slowly. Qiao Nian leaned back in her seat and closed her eyes. 
Suddenly, she felt a little tired. 

Qiao Nian had thought that she would be able to find out her true identity today, but her 
plans hadn’t kept up with the changes. 

She could tell that Su Xue was not lying. 

However, she felt that Su Xue was holding back some information. She still had to 
investigate. 

With this thought in mind, Qiao Nian opened her eyes and said to Chen Qing, “Chen 
Qing, just drop me off at the entrance of the women’s and children’s hospital.” 

If she remembered correctly, Su Xue had given birth there. 

She wanted to go there and take a look. Perhaps someone there would know about 
what had happened more than twenty years ago. 

When Gu Zhou heard Qiao Nian’s words, he said, “I’ll go with you.” 

“There’s no need. I’ve already wasted a lot of your time today. I’m just going there to 
take a look around. It’s been more than twenty years. I don’t think we’ll be able to find 
anything.” Qiao Nian smiled at Gu Zhou. 

What had happened today was all thanks to Gu Zhou’s help. If not for him, she might 
have failed. 

She recalled that Gu Zhou hadn’t liked it when she thanked him in the past, so she did 
not thank him. 

Seeing that Qiao Nian had already made up her mind, Gu Zhou didn’t insist. 

The car arrived at the entrance of the hospital. Qiao Nian got out of the car and went 
straight to the director’s office. She knocked on the door. 

“Come in.” A low voice came from inside the office. 

Qiao Nian pushed the door open and walked in. She saw a middle-aged man in his 
fifties sitting at the desk. 

“Young lady, may I help you?” The director asked kindly. 

Qiao Nian said, “I want to leave a blood sample. I want to find my biological parents.” 



Qiao Nian was very sure that she had been born in this hospital. Su Xue wasn’t lying 
either, because she had found a photograph of her when she had just been born. It was 
said that any child born in a maternity hospital would have a photograph like the one 
she had. 

Moreover, her biological parents had never looked for her. Perhaps her biological 
parents had already left a blood sample in the hospital. However, she did not leave a 
blood sample of her own, so her biological parents could not find her. 

And no one else knew if her biological parents had looked for her. 

“Alright, I’ll write out a form for you. You can leave a blood sample.” The director smiled 
at Qiao Nian. 

“Thank you, Director.” Qiao Nian smiled at the director. Her eyes flashed, and she 
continued, “Director, all these years, has anyone who lost their child come to the 
hospital to look for them?” 

The director had stood up, and was rummaging through the bookcase for the forms. 
When he heard Qiao Nian’s question, he replied, “Of course. Many parents come here 
to look for their children. Some people abandoned their children in the hospital because 
they couldn’t afford to raise them back then. Later on, when their finances improved, 
they came to look for their children. After all, no parent would let their own child wander 
around on the streets.” 

Qiao Nian had a strange feeling. She pursed her red lips and asked with concern, “Did 
any of them find their child?” 

“Some parents have found their children, but some haven’t. However, there are many 
blood samples in our database. I hope you can find your parents.” The director sat at his 
desk and wrote out a form for a blood sample. 

Chapter 199: Eidetic Memory 

“Thank you, Director.” Holding the blood sample form, Qiao Nian walked out of the 
office. Following the instructions on the form, she left a blood sample in the hospital. 

Actually, Qiao Nian didn’t really need to find her biological parents. For so many years, 
she and the elderly grandfather who had taken her in had relied upon each other for 
survival. The words “Dad” and “Mom” were very unfamiliar to her. 

Even if she found her parents, they would only be strangers to her. In the past twenty 
years or so, she had never been involved in their lives, nor had they been involved in 
hers. 



She had never thought of getting any compensation from them. She was just curious 
why they didn’t want her back then. 

… 

At the Gu family villa. 

After Gu Zhou returned to his office, he sat down at his desk and wrote down the code 
Qiao Nian had typed in the car. 

Fortunately, he had an eidetic memory. Otherwise, he might not have been able to 
memorize the entire chunk of code. 

After Gu Zhou finished writing, he handed the piece of paper to Chen Qing and said, 
“Investigate.” 
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Chen Qing was slightly stunned. Slowly, he looked at Gu Zhou. “Second Young Master, 
what are these?” 

“If I’m not wrong, it should be a hacker’s code. Go and find out what this code is used 
for.” After Gu Zhou finished speaking, he recalled how Qiao Nian had looked when she 
was typing the code. She had looked calm and composed, as if she had memorized this 
code a long time ago. 

Chen Qing nodded and left with the piece of paper. 

About half an hour later, Chen Qing walked in. 

“Have you found anything?” Gu Zhou’s gaze moved from the documents on the table to 
Chen Qing’s face. 

There was a trace of excitement on Chen Qing’s face. He handed the piece of paper to 
Gu Zhou and said, “Second Young Master, I’ve asked a couple of hackers to 
investigate. This set of codes is designed to isolate high-level signals. It’s said to be 
very advanced. This is the first time he’s seen such a code. The hacker even said that 
someone who can write such a code must be an expert hacker!” 

“Advanced?” Gu Zhou murmured. 

“Yes, this code is very advanced. It took them more than half an hour to crack it.” At this 
point, Chen Qing grew even more excited. “Second Young Master, why don’t we find 
the hacker who wrote this code to help us investigate the truth about what happened 
five years ago? That way, we’ll definitely be able to find out who our Young Master is!” 



Gu Zhou frowned slightly. After a long while, he said, “Qiao Nian.” 

Chen Qing didn’t seem to understand what Gu Zhou meant. He hurriedly said, “Young 
Madam hasn’t returned yet!” 

“The person who wrote this code is Qiao Nian!” Gu Zhou looked up at Chen Qing, 
enunciating each word clearly. 

When Chen Qing heard Gu Zhou’s words, his jaw dropped to the ground. 

Chen Qing was stunned. He opened his mouth, but no words came out. 

How many secrets did his Young Madam have? 

If he hadn’t already investigated Qiao Nian, he would never have thought that Qiao Nian 
had hidden so many secrets. 

After Chen Qing settled down, he asked solemnly, “Second Young Master, do you want 
us to get Second Young Madam to help in our investigation?” 

“There’s no need. Go and keep an eye on her. Let me know when she’s back!” 

“Yes, sir.” 

When Chen Qing walked out of Gu Zhou’s office, he was still incredibly excited. Gu 
Zhou’s words lingered in his memory. 

Indeed, someone as outstanding as Second Young Madam was worthy of Young 
Master. 

After another hour, Chen Qing walked back in and said to Gu Zhou, “Second Young 
Madam has returned!” 

“Noted. You can leave first!” 

Gu Zhou said indifferently, his gaze falling on the contracts on the table. 

After reading through both contracts and confirming that there were no mistakes, Gu 
Zhou signed the contracts and stood up to walk towards Qiao Nian’s bedroom. 

Ever since Qiao Nian had returned from the hospital, she had been feeling very unwell. 
Hence, she had taken a bath. After she was done, she took out the materials she had 
prepared for the blessing bag she was making for the late young daughter of the Lu 
family. Only after calming herself down did she begin to sew. 



Chapter 200: Expert Hacker? 

At this moment, the door opened and Gu Zhou walked in. 

Qiao Nian looked up and saw Gu Zhou walking in, his clothes casual. He was holding a 
folder. 

Gu Zhou’s gaze fell on the blessing bag in Qiao Nian’s hand. His dark eyes lit up a little, 
but the light quickly disappeared. 

Was she making this blessing bag for him? 

Qiao Nian didn’t notice Gu Zhou’s gaze. All her attention was on the folder in Gu Zhou’s 
hand. Puzzled, she asked, “Mr. Gu, what can I do for you?” 

As she spoke, Qiao Nian put the blessing bag aside and stood up. 

Gu Zhou walked up to Qiao Nian and handed her the folder. He said softly, “This is for 
you.” 

A trace of confusion flashed in Qiao Nian’s eyes. She took the folder and opened it. 
When she saw the document inside, she gasped. 
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Qiao Nian looked at Gu Zhou with sparkling eyes, smiling. “This is an acceptance letter 
from An City’s Academy of Music!” 

Qiao Nian’s joy seemed to infect Gu Zhou as well. He nodded slightly, giving a faint 
murmur of assent. 

When Qiao Nian smiled, her beautiful fox-like eyes curved into crescents, making her 
look incredibly charming. In that instant, she had practically forgotten all the unhappy 
things that had taken place today. Her red lips curved up. “You’re so efficient!” 

The corner of Gu Zhou’s mouth curved up imperceptibly. After a beat, he calmed 
himself down and said, “I’ve already done the necessary introductions. You don’t have 
to go to class on time every day. As long as you pass the exams, you can get your 
diploma.” 

Qiao Nian’s slender hand gently caressed the acceptance letter from the music 
academy. She couldn’t help but smile as she nodded. “Okay.” 

Gu Zhou sat down easily on the sofa, waiting for Qiao Nian’s excitement to subside. 
Seeing that she had sat down as well, he took out the piece of paper on which he had 
copied out the code. He handed it to Qiao Nian, his eyes fixed on her. 



Qiao Nian took it from Gu Zhou. The relaxed and happy expression on her face 
gradually dissipated. She looked at Gu Zhou in surprise. “How… how did you get this?” 

Gu Zhou said honestly, “I saw it when you were typing it in the car.” 

A trace of surprise flashed in Qiao Nian’s eyes. This code was very complicated. 
Generally speaking, an intelligent person would have to repeat it to themselves more 
than ten times before they could memorize it. 

However, Gu Zhou had only taken a glance, but actually managed to memorize every 
symbol of the code. 

Did he have an eidetic memory? 

Seeing Qiao Nian lower her head in silence, Gu Zhou didn’t know what she was 
thinking. His eyes narrowed slightly as he said, “You’re a hacker!” 

Gu Zhou’s words were filled with certainty. 

When Qiao Nian heard Gu Zhou’s words, she looked up at him, her gaze calm. 

Previously, she had discovered that Gu Zhou had spent money to investigate her. Later 
on, she had gotten someone to feed Gu Zhou some information, and had accepted all 
of Gu Zhou’s money herself. 

Did Gu Zhou realize that she had taken his money against her conscience? 

Qiao Nian refused to admit it until the last moment. Her lips curved up slightly as she 
said with a smile, “I’ve only learned a little coding. For example, hacking computers, 
stealing documents, and cutting off other people’s communication signals. When I 
learned this in the past, it was to find out more about the shares Grandma left me.” 

“Is that so?” Gu Zhou said coldly. 

“Okay.” Qiao Nian nodded. Her heart was beating extremely fast, but she didn’t show it 
on her face. She sensed that Gu Zhou didn’t have any evidence. If he had, he would 
have found out about her long ago. 

Moreover, only Old A knew about her situation. Old A would definitely not tell anyone 
about her. 

However, Qiao Nian still felt a little uneasy. 

Gu Zhou asked curiously, “Then do you know Mr. K?” 



“I’ve heard of her.” When Qiao Nian said this, her eyes were filled with admiration. She 
continued, “She’s one of the greatest hackers in the hacker world. All hackers admire 
her. I want to learn hacking from her, too, but no one has ever seen her. She hides 
herself too well.” 

 


